Zephyros
Zephyros is a wind-activated sculpture in the form of a helix composed of
reflective panels braided around a tall aluminum mast. Three unique, tapered
spirals—clustered in the landscape at the crossroads of park pathways—will gently
spin at varying speeds, revealing wind patterns that may be unnoticed at ground
level. The reflective stainless steel panels will capture light and mirror the activity
in the park and in the surrounding neighborhood.
Zephyros is both an environmental art piece that captures and reveals wind
patterns in the sky, and a social sculpture that literally reflects the park and the
neighborhood. Looking at the piece from below, the visitor sees her own
reflection, but also the neighborhood and the sky in an ascending collage high
above. The movement in the sky will be made visible on the ground as the sun
casts dynamic, undulating shadows across the landscape.
The three masts supporting each Zephyros helix are standard, engineered
aluminum light poles and will reach 30’, 40’ and 50’, respectively. The reflective
panels are mounted at a minimum of 15’ above the ground height, to discourage
climbing. The smooth masts will have no protrusions or handholds.
The gently warped panels are made of a light, mirror-finish stainless steel sheet
with a reinforcing rib. The design process will test various finishes to identify the
best option that shimmers and reflects the sky and light, but does not produce
unwanted glare. The panels are light enough to be activated by the wind, but
durable enough to withstand the elements. Because they are attached to a single
sleeve around the mast, they will turn in sync and use their combined wind force
to add to the overall motion. Several heavy duty, sealed-for-life bearings inside the
sleeve will allow for smooth rotation of the entire helix. Since almost all of the
panels will be of a standard dimension, extra will be fabricated and stored to
anticipate any future replacements.
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Zephyros will
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surrounding
neighborhood.
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PRECEDENT

Zephyros will be
constructed of
sturdy aluminum
poles and
lightweight,
stainless steel
blades.

The mechanics
of Zephyros are
simple and
reliable, based in
part on popular
wooden wind
ornaments
Commercially available
aluminum mast poles

#8 'true mirror' finish stainless steel blades
rotate with changing wind conditions

